
Upskilling for Future Manufacturing

Upskilling to meet the fourth industrial 
revolution adapted to local industry needs
ü Unique, comprehensive modules

ü A Certificate is awarded for each completed 
module

Developed by 13 Swedish Universities

Upskilling That Fits in the Flow of Work

The fast digitaliza<on in industry creates new opportuni<es and increased compe<<veness, but it also 
brings new demands on skills and knowledge. Ingenjör4.0 is a module-based upskilling program for 
future manufacturing aimed at professionals with an engineering background. It is designed to fit in the 
flow of work, and the modules can be combined to customized learning paths to match the needs of 
companies and employees. 

Each module takes about 4 hours per week over 5 weeks to complete. They follow a clear structure and 
the studies can in most parts be spent at the learner’s convenience. A few webinars are scheduled 
where you engage in deeper discussions on selected topics, together with teachers and co-learners. 

Ingenjör4.0 offers

Educa8on that supports ac8ve learning
ü Follows clear learning paths
ü Includes a variety of learning ac<vi<es

ü Interac<on with other par<cipants from 
different companies and teachers

Educa8on to be combined with everyday work
ü Requires about 4 hours per week over 

5 weeks to complete

ü Spent in most parts at the learner’s 
convenience

ü Easy access through a web-based learning 
plaPorm

Educa8on quality-assured
ü Led by prominent teachers from Swedish 

Universi<es

ü Module evalua<ons that capture 
sugges<ons for further improvements

The content was pin-point in topic

“I’m very happy about the module and I would suggest taking this module to 
understand more about the concepts and to understand more about what exactly 
you need to know about standards in digi<zed industry and the technologies on it. 
The content was, I would say, pin-point on topic.“

Gabriel Sebas8an, Industrial PHD Student, University West and Volvo Group

Sign up today!
ingenjor40.se


